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Dear Sirs and Madams, 

 

We would like to inform you that we are facing certain problems regarding IMO bookings to Chinese 

ports. There might be short term changes in IMO acceptance for Chinese ports. Due to this change 

cargo might be routed to different ports, even after vessel departure from Europe. If this happens, 

there will be additional cost like CODs (Change of Destination/ Manifest), storage, demurrage and 

detention charges. Please be aware that neither the carrier nor Leschaco can be hold responsible for 

the above mentioned cost. 

 

At the moment, there is no official statement by the Chinese government. As a reaction shipping 

companies and terminals as well as warehouses announce different IMO regulations. The terminals 

and ports are licensed to handle dangerous goods but only in a limited quantity. Until now, 

acceptance only depend on the dangerous goods class. Due to strict controls by the Chinese 

government terminals and ports strictly keep an eye of the approved quantity per class in their 

license. 

 

To avoid delays, we recommend to separate dangerous goods from non dangerous cargo or at least 

to combine non-dangerous goods only with classes 3, 8 and 9. We kindly advise you to send us an 

inquiry for IMO-classes 2,4,5 and 6. A strict IMO-prohibition applies for all FCL and LCL shipments 

into the province of Fujian (Fuhou, Shantou, Xiamen and Quanzhou). 

 

Because of daily changes in the Chinese IMO regulations we are in a permanent exchange with our 

Chinese partners and inform you as soon as we have any news. 
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Please note that all information reported in the newsletter is to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing, but we cannot 

guarantee its correctness or accuracy. Should you require any further information or have any questions or comments, please 

feel free to contact us at: news@leschaco.com 

We operate exclusively by the most recent edition of the German Freight Forwarding Standard Terms and Conditions (ADSp). 
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